
UFC Auckland Full Card + DraftKings Breakdown 

 

Lightweight Paul Felder vs. Dan Hooker   

I personally feel that Dustin Poirier or Conor McGregor will fight the winner of this main event. This main 

event features two fighters that primarily strike but are well-rounded and very tough. Paul Felder is 

coming off the biggest win of his career against Edson Barboza where he was able to effectively check a 

lot Edson’s leg kicks, pressure sufficiently, land damage, and take calculated risks. Paul will need to 

implement a similar game plan here against the long fighter in Dan Hooker who will very likely try to 

keep this fight at kicking range where he is more likely to have success rather than boxing range against 

Paul. Dan utilizes calf kicks to establish kicking range on his opponents and be the more effective striker 

at range due to his length (i.e. against Iaquinta). I would like to see Hooker improve his close range 

defense (does not utilize proper head movement/slides backwards out of range and keeps his hands 

low) and check leg kicks which is one of the reasons he lost and took a lot of damage against Edson 

Barboza. This fight clearly to me comes down to ranges (Felder in close/boxing range and Hooker at 

kicking range) as it pertains to predicting the winner. Felder’s striking defense is much better than 

Hookers and I noticed Felder checks leg kicks, so while the fight is at range, I could easily see it being 

competitive (more competitive than Hooker’s fight with Iaquinta). The difference maker and ultimately 

why I am picking Felder is that I trust he will be more effective when he closes distance due to Hooker’s 

susceptible striking defense (rather than Hooker being more effective at kicking range). I also think 

Felder can land leg kicks of his own as he’s shown willingness to and Hooker as previously noted, does 

NOT check leg kicks. 

 

For DK: This is a fight worth targeting both sides due to the extra two rounds (5 total). With both 

fighters being very tough and durable, I can see it going a few rounds, if not the full 5 with lots of 

significant strikes accrued on both sides. I will have more exposure to Felder ($7,500) as he currently 

has some odds value, should be less owned, and I believe is more likely to make the optimal lineup if 

he wins. Hooker ($8,700) is not a bad play, but someone I will be underweighted to considering I do 

not think this will be an easy matchup for him.  

 

 

Light Heavyweight Jimmy Crute vs. Michał Oleksiejczuk 

A grappler versus striker matchup is featured here. Jimmy Crute has mixed results in the UFC so far, but 

nonetheless has shown finishing capabilities on the mat and on the feet. Jimmy, the BJJ black belt, will 

very likely want to get this fight to the mat as he will hold a clear advantage there. Jimmy is aggressive in 

top position by passing guard and hunts for the submission. Michał Oleksiejczuk will hold the striking 

advantage power due to his excessive movement, pressure, striking output, and superior technique. 

Michał has a lot of power in his hands and is an offensive threat in striking exchanges, but I noticed 

some defensive flaws in his style. Michał is hittable in close range because even though the rest of his 

body is moving, his head movement is not properly utilized. Also, his excessive movement has caused 



him to noticeably slowdown in fights (i.e. slowed down in round 2 versus Ovince Saint Preux) which 

resulted in him being taken down easily and submitted. I question Michał’s defensive submission 

grappling too because in addition to his fight against Ovince Saint Preux, he was in a deep guillotine 

choke in his UFC debut from Khalil Rountree, so if this fight goes to the mat or Jim hunts for a 

submission in the clinch it may not be long before the fight is over. I will lean with Jim here because I 

think he has a bigger advantage on the mat than Michał does in the striking due to the power dynamic 

of Jim combined with the fact that Michał is hittable in close range and as been finished via strikes 

before. Can’t wait to tune into this fight! 

 

For DK: This is a great fight to target with the fight very likely to not go the 3 round distance and both 

fighters being very reasonably priced ($8,200 for Michał and $8,000 for Jim). 

 

     

Women's Strawweight Karolina Kowalkiewicz vs. Yan Xiaonan  

Yan Xiaonan is making her way up the Women's Strawweight rankings after each win in the UFC she has 

so far. Yan (a striker) is light on her feet, aggressive in bursts (rather than consistency), throws in 

combination, and is fast. The holes I see in Yan’s game are in the clinch (which Karolina can look to 

exploit), willingness to trade punches in the pocket, and is open to being countered. Her opponent, 

Karolina Kowalkiewicz also does not utilize proper head movement and is willing to trade punches and 

as a result, has been hurt by Felice Herrig, stunned by Grasso, and knocked out by Jessica Andrade. With 

all of this in consideration, I do not see a finish materializing here as neither fighter is known for their 

knockout power. I see this fight significantly closer than the odds indicate considering their styles are 

very similar to one another. Both throw a good amount of volume and have susceptible striking defense 

which makes for a high action fight for three rounds. Where I think Karolina wins this fight is in the 

clinch which I trust she will be the more effective fighter there. Also, I am expecting primarily a striker’s 

battle, but if this fight hits the mat, I trust Karolina has the better grappling. Karolina is also much more 

UFC experience and has fought the better level of competition. I believe Karolina is being significantly 

underrated in this spot per the odds. 

 

For DK: Even though this fight very likely goes to a decision, I think the winner is a candidate for a 

solid score considering the stylistic matchup. I prefer Karolina ($7,000) due to the significant price 

discount and because I believe she wins. Yan ($9,200) has a floor DK score of about 45 points even in a 

losing scenario.  

 

Heavyweight Ben Sosoli vs. Marcos Rogério de Lima  

Despite fighting at Heavyweight, Ben Sosoli has been to decision 5 times (not including the no contests) 

in his 11-fight pro combat sports career. Whereas, Marcos Rogério de Lima has been to the judges’ 

scorecards just 1 time out of 9 fights in the UFC so far. Marcos Rogério de Lima is aggressive, powerful, 

and likes to brawl. De Lima does not utilize proper technique when striking and going for takedowns as 



he relies on his strength and power to be effective in fights. Ben Sosoli is nearly the opposite as he is not 

very aggressive due to his counterstriking style, but he is more technical of a striker than de Lima is. The 

most compelling factor I see in this fight is in the wrestling. I think de Lima can land takedowns here 

against Sosoli whose takedown defense and ability to get back to his feet are a liability as evidenced by 

his fight against Juan Espino on The Ultimate Fighter Season 28. In the images below, Sosoli was taken 

down and controlled stemming from Espino’s body lock takedown (which de Lima has shown capability 

of). Once on the mat, de Lima’s physicality and aggressiveness can be enough to earn top position for 

the remainder of the round if does not earn a finish. I will side with de Lima here who’s method of losses 

has mainly been via submission in the UFC and I do not foresee Sosoli earning a submission here (Sosoli 

has never won a pro MMA match via submission according to Tapology).  

   

\ 

 



 

 

*Sosoli was controlled on the mat and mounted towards the end of round 1 versus Espino 

 

 

For DK: I prefer to play de Lima ($8,500) as I think he has more potential to putting up a big score. 

Sosoli ($7,700) I will be underweighted to.   

 

Lightweight Brad Riddell vs. Magomed Mustafaev  



Two strikers are featured here. Magomed Mustafaev’s return to the UFC resulted in first round finish 

against good prospect, Rafael Fiziev earning him a Performance of the Night bonus. Magomed is a 

dangerous striker as he likes to throw spinning kicks at range (i.e. against Rafael Fiziev), throw hard 

punches (i.e. against Proctor), and is a varied striker. The problem with Magomed’s hard-hitting, 

explosive style is that it has led to him gassing in fights where he does not finish his opponent early (i.e. 

against Kevin Lee was gassed 2 and a half minutes in and was gassed prior to the doctor’s stoppage 

against Piotr Hallmann). Brad Riddell (a more technical striker) will need to avoid kicking range for as 

much as possible against Magomed in order to have more success than he would dodging spinning 

wheel kicks. That said, I can still see Magomed hurting Brad due to Magomed’s power in his hands 

combined with the fact Brad was rocked by Jamie Mullarky. Brad was rocked by Mullarky going into to 

finish Mullarky because he does not typically utilize proper head movement and as a result, was 

countered going in for the finish. I do think Brad is the sharper and more technical striker than 

Magomed with the added perk of utilizing calf kicks which he can use to slow down Magomed. A tough 

fight to call, I will lean with Magomed due to the fact he has more experience, has fought the better 

competition, is more durable, and is more dangerous of a striker.  

*After Mullarky rocked Riddell 

  

 

For DK: I think this is a good fight to target considering it’s not likely to go to a decision. I think there 

are two primary outcomes here which are: Magomed ($8,400) finishes Riddell ($7,800) early in the 

fight resulting in a big DK score for him OR Riddell finishes Magomed due to landing excessive damage 

as the fight progresses against a tired Magomed (in either round 2 or 3).  

   

Featherweight Kevin Aguilar vs. Zubaira Tukhugov 

Both fighters have passive styles and prefer to land damage (in the case of both) and/or takedowns (in 

the case of Tukhugov exclusively) to win fights. In his last fight against Lerone Murphy, Tukhugov landed 

the most takedowns in his UFC career thus far (6), but gassed early in the fight after trying to finish 

Murphy which resulted in Murphy having more success in rounds 2 and 3. Granted this fight was also in 



Abu Dhabi and Tukhugov was in this return fight after a huge layoff, but something to note nonetheless 

about his cardio considering prior to his layoff fought at a slow pace in general. Tukhugov likes to 

bounce in & out on the outside (with his hands low) and either blitz by landing damaging strikes via 

looping hooks or take the fight to the mat. Tukhugov can hurt Aguilar in one of these blitz attempts 

considering Tukhugov has some power and Aguilar was hurt by Ige (twice) due to not utilizing proper 

head movement and has been finished via strikes once before, but I do not think it is a very likely 

outcome considering Aguilar is a solid technical boxer overall with a high guard. On the contrast, Aguilar 

may be able to hurt Tukhugov considering Aguilar has power in his hands (hurt a very durable, Rick 

Glenn) combined with the fact Tukhugov has been knocked out before and his striking defense is a 

liability. As for the wrestling, Tukhugov is the better wrestler on paper, but considering Aguilar is a solid 

defensive wrestler and grappler, I struggle to see it being a huge factor in this fight. This fight is as tough 

as it gets in terms of picking a winner. That said, I will side with Aguiar being he has been the more 

active fighter recently.  

 

For DK: I am pretty much off this fight. Just a small amount of exposure to end a fighter with my 

lineups.  

 

Welterweight Jake Matthews vs. Emil Weber Meek 

I think there’s legitimate upset potential with this matchup here… It’s been a while since the brawling, 

Emil Weber Meek has stepped inside the octagon. Emil is a powerful striker (not technical due to his 

brawling style) and has some wrestling in his game (although it’s been the culprit to his UFC losses). I 

think Emil will have a willing opponent to engage in his brawling style as Jake Matthews has shown 

willingness to brawl more than once (i.e. versus Tony Martin and Li Jingliang). Matthews biggest 

strength is his submission grappling, but it concerns me as he as looked vulnerable in that facet of MMA 

more than once (i.e. loss to Andrew Holbrook as a huge favorite via grappling and struggling on the mat 

versus Bojan Velickovic). I also will lean that Matthews will not have a lot success wrestling here as he 

has not shown a lot of willingness to go for takedowns lately and has struggled in the wrestling 

department in fights such as the one versus Andrew Holbrook at 155lbs (this fight is at 170lbs). Also, 

Matthews willingness to exchange punches combined with Meek’s willingness to do the same will result 

in a higher variance fight than this would otherwise be (similar to Khaos Williams versus Alex Morono at 

UFC 247). The wrestling advantage in this fight is tough to favor one side, but the experience, skillset, 

and activity in terms of being present in the UFC’s octagon certainly favors Matthews. However, the 

physicality, power, and unpredictability of Meek leads me to believe he is certainly live in respect to how 

these fighters’ matchup statistically combined with their tendencies of brawling.  

*Meek threw a flying knee to start the fight versus Fabinski and was immediately taken down  

 



  

 

For DK: I struggle to see how Matthews ($9,100) pays off his price in a win scenario unless he knocks 

Meek out in a brawl (Meek has been finished via strikes more than once), so I will avoid him on DK. 

Meek ($7,100) is more reasonable to me considering his price, projected ownership, and the fact that 

he could reasonable win this fight.   

  

Welterweight Callan Potter vs. Song Kenan 

This fight to me is clearly a grappler (Potter) versus a striker (Kenan). I was impressed with how Potter 

bounced back in his sophomore appearance inside the octagon after losing in his UFC debut against Jalin 

Turner (also on this card). Potter displayed his good submission grappling skillset, showed willingness to 

engage in the striking exchanges, and takedown ability. Potter will very likely need to get this fight to the 

mat to have success against the heavy-handed, Kenan. Song Kenan is the superior striker in this 

matchup as he is more technical, more defensively sound, more varied, and more threatening of a 

striker than Potter. While the fight is standing, Kenan will have chances to cause fight ending damage to 

Potter. While Potter is not a great wrestler, my concern for Kenan is that I’ve noticed he can be taken 

down easily (i.e. against Krantz and Aldana) and also has given up his back in the UFC which will be a 

great submission opportunity for Potter should it present itself here. Also, while I do not think Potter’s 

cardio is elite, I did notice Kenan significantly slowed down against Krantz (was gassed in round 3) and 

against Morono, so as the fight progresses, the more likely Potter is to have success. I see this as Kenan 

early or Potter late. I will lean with Kenan since the fight starts standing and I believe he is more 

threatening of a finisher in the striking exchanges than Potter is on the mat in respect to this matchup. 

 



 

*Kenan giving up his back against Derrick Krantz 

 

*Kenan giving up his back Hector Aldana 

 

 

For DK: I like this fight as a target. Kenan will need a TKO/KO finish to pay off his $9,000 DK salary, but 

I can reasonably see that happening. A win at Potter’s price ($7,200) will be a big score in respect to 

this salary considering his grappling potential in this matchup.  

     



Flyweight Kai Kara-France vs. Tyson Nam 

Tyson Nam has a very impressive win over former UFC veteran prior to making his UFC debut in Ali 

Bagauntinov (Bagauntinov has wins over John Lineker and Tim Elliott). Tyson’s style is primarily striking 

where he likes to keep range and be the more effective striker. Tyson’s output is low and likes to attack 

in bursts so he will have limited opportunities to land effective strikes against defensively sound striker, 

Kai Kara-France. Kai is the much better combination striker, the more technical & sharper striker, fights 

at the much higher pace, faster fighter, and more defensively sound striker, so he is the pick for me to 

win. As I’ve noted before, Kai slows down as the fight progresses, but this is a fight where I trust he will 

control the tempo so the cardio liability that showed against Moreno and Paiva will very likely not occur 

here. The pick for me is Kai Kara-France. 

 

For DK: I will pass on this fight completely. This fight will likely go to a decision in primarily a striker’s 

battle where Kai ($9,300) will very likely be able to win rounds, but not put up a enough of a DK score 

relative to his price.  

 

Women's Strawweight Loma Lookboonmee vs. Angela Hill   

Loma Lookboonmee is a former Atomweight (105lbs weight class) that must move up to Strawweight in 

order to compete in the UFC. Loma has a Muy Thai style, is strong in the clinch, likes to keep range, and 

has a takedown game. Her willingness to fight at range may be in issue for her against a lengthier fighter 

in Angela Hill. Hill is coming off two impressive (finish) performances where she showcased great clinch 

work and grappling. It’s always nice to see fighters making improvements to their game and Hill has 

massively improved in just a sample of 5 fights. Hill fights at the higher pace, is much more experienced 

in MMA, is the more mobile fighter, fought the superior competition, and will likely have more success 

fighting at range and in the clinch than Loma especially considering her length. On the mat, I think 

there’s a lot of potential with Hill if she gets in top position considering her improvements and 

considering Loma did not appear comfortable on the mat (was threatened with a leg lock attempt from 

Albu). The pick for me here is clearly Hill with all her noted advantages.  

 

For DK: I will not have a lot of exposure to this fight, but I would rather play Angela Hill ($8,900) of the 

two fighters considering I think she wins and can put up a solid score in a win scenario. Loma 

Lookboonmee ($7,300) can pay off her price tag in a decision win scenario, but I do not think this is a 

great matchup for her.  

  

Welterweight Maki Pitolo vs. Takashi Sato 

Two brawlers are featured here which makes for a fun fight in what should primarily be a striker’s 

battle! Both fighters have been rocked in the UFC (Make Pitolo by Callan Potter and Takashi Sato by Ben 

Saunders & Belal Muhammad) and prior to their UFC debuts due to the fact neither of them utilizes 

proper head movement. Each fighter has been knocked out before and the susceptible striking defense 



of each fighter combined with the fact that they each carry some power makes it likely a finish 

materializes in this fight. Maki will have the grappling advantage but will unlikely be able to take Takashi 

down due to Sato’s judo background unless he hurts Takashi in a striking exchange. I do not trust Sato’s 

grappling on the mat and because I see the fight as a toss up in the striking department, I will lean with 

Pitolo here. 

 

For DK: This is a great fight to target. With a finish likely to materialize and both fighters having 

reasonable DK salaries ($8,300 and $7,900), I find it likely the winner of this fight ends on the optimal 

lineup.  

 

     

Women's Flyweight Priscila Cachoeira vs. Shana Dobson 

This is a sneaky action-packed fight. Both women prefer to strike with Dobson being the better striker 

due to the fact she is more technical, varied, has superior power, and has the much better striking 

defense. Dobson’s susceptibility in striking exchanges has been pressure (i.e. against Mueller and Mazo 

was hurt) which is the style Cachoeira brings. Cachoeira is the more aggressive fighter with the superior 

cardio and striking output. However, I wish Cachoeira would improve her head movement as it has led 

to her getting hurt more than once in the UFC so far (was hurt by Shevchenko very early in the fight and 

was hurt & knocked down by Carolina). Cachoeira is not a technical striker as she throws a lot of looping 

shots, but her pressure, volume, and cardio may be enough to get the job done considering that’s where 

Dobson has shown susceptibility. I see this fight as Dobson early or Cachoeira late. I will lean with 

Dobson here due to her noted technical striking advantages.  

 

For DK: I think this is the sneakiest fight to target on the entire card. Dobson ($8,600) has a chance to 

earn an early finish despite what the odds suggest will happen. Whereas, Cachoeira ($7,600) will 

certainly score well in a win scenario due to her striking output combined with her finish potential 

(Dobson was nearly stopped by Mazo and was threatened by Mueller of getting finished).  

 

 

Lightweight Jalin Turner vs. Joshua Culibao 

Jalin Turner is a very long fighter that fights at 155lbs. His 6’3 frame is a huge advantage in striking 

exchanges if he can keep range from his opponents. Turner has power in his hands, is a varied striker, 

and is a capable submission grappler. One thing I noticed as it pertains to Turner’s striking is that he 

does not control range as well as I’d like to see him utilize proper head movement too. Both liabilities 

have led to Turner taking a lot of damage. I also noticed Turner does NOT check leg kicks which I expect 

Joshua Culibao to utilize low calf kicks considering he’s shown willingness to on his fight footage. Culibao 

likes to wrestle and grapple where he is proficient at both. Culibao has decent entries on his takedowns 



and when in top position, is aggressive at passing guard as well as landing ground & pound. If Culibao 

can get this fight to the mat, I expect him to have success. Even though I do not think Turner is a bad 

grappler, he was put in two submission attempts in his last fight against Matt Frevola so the 

opportunities for Culibao can present themselves should this fight hit the mat. Culibao will be at the 

striking disadvantage due to Turner’s length, more varied striking threat, and superior technique, but I 

can certainly see Culibao having some success striking considering he has power himself, Turner’s 

striking defense being a liability, and can utilize the low calf kick on Turner to slow Turner down to close 

distance and either land damage or take Turner down. I do not think Turner is a bad defensive wrestler, 

but he can be taken down as shown by his fight against Matt Frevola. Culibao does not appear 

comfortable in striking exchanges but keeps a high guard to mitigate his opponents striking threat. I will 

lean with Turner, but I certainly do not feel confident enough to bet him here.  

*Turner getting his back taken by Matt Frevola 

 

*Turner in a guillotine choke attempt from Frevola  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AJ’s Flash Knockdown Picks: 

Lock them in (cash games): 

I am not playing cash games for this card 

High priced fades: 

• Jake Matthews $9,100 

• Kai Kara France $9,300 

Low-owned live underdogs: 

• Emil Meek $7,100 

• Joshua Culibao $7,400 

• Callan Potter $7,200 

Low-owned live favorites: 

• Marcos Rogerio De Lima $8,500 

• Shana Dobson $8,600 

• Kenan Song $9,000 

Underdogs (relative to DK pricing → below $8,100) to consider in cash games: 

I am not playing cash games for this card 

 


